The explosion of video data on the internet requires effective and efficient technology to generate captions automatically for people who are not able to watch the videos. Despite the great progress of video captioning research, particularly on video feature encoding, the language decoder is still largely based on the prevailing RNN decoder such as LSTM, which tends to prefer the frequent word that aligns with the video. In this paper, we propose a boundaryaware hierarchical language decoder for video captioning, which consists of a high-level GRU based language decoder, working as a global (caption-level) language model, and a low-level GRU based language decoder, working as a local (phrase-level) language model. Most importantly, we introduce a binary gate into the low-level GRU language decoder to detect the language boundaries. Together with other advanced components including joint video prediction, shared soft attention, and boundary-aware video encoding, our integrated video captioning framework can discover hierarchical language information and distinguish the subject and the object in a sentence, which are usually confusing during the language generation. Extensive experiments on two widely-used video captioning datasets, MSR-Video-to-Text (MSR-VTT) [38] and YouTube-to-Text (MSVD) [3] show that our method is highly competitive, compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
INTRODUCTION
With the explosion of mass video data such as surveillance videos and personal video data, it is highly desired to develop automatical video understanding technology. Early video understanding tasks such as scene understanding and action recognition focus on generating a few labels for videos. To further comprehend video content, video captioning becomes a popular topic in computer vision, which aims to generate natural descriptions from videos. A similar task is image captioning, which tries to generate natural descriptions from images. Both image captioning and video captioning are challenging tasks since it requires the knowledge of both language processing and visual content processing. On one hand, image elements such as scenery and objects in visual content needs to be captured and represented. On the other hand, language rules such as text context should be applied to generate meaningful sentences.
Early video captioning works were typically developed as an extension of image captioning [16, 36] , aiming to linking video elements to words. Compared with an image, a video contains much more information including not only object and scene but also action and interactions. To better encode video information, many methods have been proposed. In particular, Resnet [12] and 3D ConvNets [32] have been introduced into video captioning to summarize motion information in short videos. The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [13] , which has been proved successful in natural language processing (NLP), has also been applied to capture the temporal information in video in addition to the sentence generation. The recent work [5] proved that some variant of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) like Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [4, 15] are more suitable for short-sequence data because of its simple structure with fewer parameters, which is easier to be optimized and relieved from overfitting.
Despite the great progress of video captioning, some problems still remain unsolved. In particular, most of the recent works focus on improving video encoding, while their language decoders are still based on the prevailing RNN decoder such as LSTM to learn the language dependency. Although a language dependency can help generate a more reasonable description, a too strong language dependency will lead to mistakes by linking two words that do not appear together in the video but appear together frequently in the dataset. For example, the word "sheep" often appears with "meadow", but a video could have meadow without sheep. In addition, when a word (e.g woman) appears in the dataset more frequently than another word (e.g. motorcycle), the language generator tends to predict the former than the latter when both occur in a video, results in a caption like "a woman is riding a woman" instead of "a woman is riding a motorcycle".
Therefore, in this paper we propose a boundary-aware hierarchical language decoder for video captioning. It consists of a high-level GRU based language decoder, working as a global (caption-level) language model, and a low-level GRU based language decoder, working as a local (phrase-level) language model. The key novelty lies in that we introduce a binary gate into the low-level GRU language decoder, named Binary Gated Recurrent Unit (B-GRU), to detect the language boundaries according to the language information and feed them back to the high-level language decoder to generate a global understanding of the currently generated sentence segments. Note that boundary detection has been introduced in [1] but only for video encoding. In contrast, our method applies boundary detection concepts for not only video encoding but also language decoding. Moreover, to further improve the performance, we also incorporate another task of video prediction for multi-task learning as well as integrating shared attention model for both video captioning and video prediction tasks. Figure 1 gives an overview of our video captioning framework.
In summary, our main contributions are threefold:
• We propose a novel boundary-aware hierarchical language decoder for video captioning.
• We develop a video captioning framework that integrates the proposed boundary-aware hierarchical language decoder with several advanced components including joint video prediction, shared soft attention, and boundary detection for video encoding. Such an integration is non-trivial.
• We conduct extensive experiments on two widely-used video captioning datasets, MSR-Video-to-Text (MSR-VTT) [38] and YouTube-to-Text (MSVD) [3] . Experimental results show that our method can achieve very competitive performance and produce better captions.
RELATED WORK
Video captioning is a hot topic in computer vision and natural language processing communities and many methods have been proposed. Template-based approaches. Early works in video captioning [11, 18, 31] treat the problem as a template-matching problem, focusing on generating video descriptions based on the identification of (subject, verb, object) triplets with visual classifiers. However, such the template-based approaches have limited ability to generalize to unseen data, and the generated sentences cannot satisfy the richness of natural language.
Encoder-decoder based methods. Inspired by the success of deep neural networks in neural machine translation (NMT) and image captioning [16, 36] , the recent video captioning works have moved to utilize RNNs, which, given a vectored description of a visual content, can naturally deal with sequences of words [16, 36] . The first work applying RNNs to video captioning is [35] , in which they proposed an encoder-decoder based framework for video caption generation. They used Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to extract features from each single frame, and took an average pooling over all the video frame features to get the entire video representation, which is then fed into an LSTM network for the sentence decoding. However, their mean pooling operation ignores the sequential nature of videos. After that, many works have tried to improve the video encoding process. In [8] , they encoded the input video with another LSTM network and employed CRFs to generate a coherent video description. Venugopalan et al. [34] encoded a video with a stacked LSTM network, which was later improved by incorporating attention mechanisms [39] in the sentence decoder, or combining with external knowledge [26] .
Other enhanced methods. To generate more accurate captions, attribute detections are introduced into the model to detect semantic attributes of a frame. Each element in an attribute vector represents the possibility of a particular semantic attribute appearing in the frame. Pan et al. [22] proposed a video captioning model combined with semantic attribute detection. They introduced a transfer unit to merge the temporal information with image attributes and video attributes. Later on, Gan et al. [10] further improved the method by proposing an individual LSTM structure using the semantic information to guide the weight matrix in LSTM. With the new structure, the semantic information is involved in language decoding process rather than being merged with the hidden state to generate a fused vector. Although these methods perform well in video captioning, they cannot get good results by only training with a video captioning dataset, since the video captioning datasets usually do not contain enough data to train a good attribute detector. Thus, all these methods need to involve additional image datasets to train their image attribute detection network.
Recently, Pasunuru et al. [24] proposed a video captioning framework which requires multiple datasets for training. Particularly, they added a video prediction process and an entailment generation process into the video captioning task to learn better representations of both video and language. They involved the UCF-101 [29] action videos dataset to train the video prediction model and the Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) corpus to train the entitlement generation.
Hierarchical structure based approaches. Compared with the encoder-decoder structure, the hierarchical structure introduces multiple layers into the model to learn different information at different layers. In particular, Song et al. [28] proposed a hierarchical language decoder to generate a sentence considering both low-level visual information and high-level language context information. They introduced an adjusted component to merge the attended vector and the hidden state of the language decoder. In this way, the model involves more direct video information to generate the words whose attributes appear in the video. On the other hand, the video encoder can also be enhanced with a hierarchical structure. Pan et. al. [20] proposed a two-layer RNN video encoder to model the temporal information efficiently by controlling the length of the video information flow. Different from the stacked RNN in the sequence-to-sequence method [30] , they introduced a hierarchical video encoder with a variable encoding interval. The low-level LSTM filter encodes the video features in individual chunks, each of which contains the same amount of features. The high-level encoder encodes the final outputs of the LSTM filter to generate an encoded vector representing the global understanding of the video. With the LSTM filters, the model can fully use all the video frames instead of the conventional way of selecting several keyframes. Baraldi et. al. [1] proposed a boundary-aware method for video encoding model, which can be view as an extension of Pan's work [20] . Specifically, they introduced a boundary detection into LSTM to automatically decide how long a chunk should be.
In contrast, our approach is a non-trivial integration of many advanced components including hierarchical language decoder, joint video prediction, attention mechanism, and boundary detection. Different from the approach in [24] , which also incorporates joint video prediction, our method does not need multiple datasets and share the soft attention model between the video captioning process and the video prediction process. Different from the approach in [1] , which uses hierarchical language decoder and boundary detection for the video encoder, our method incorporates boundary detection for both the video encoder and the hierarchical language decoder.
METHOD
Let f = (f 0 , · · · , f N −1 ) be a sequence of video frames, where f i is the image at time step i, and N is the length of the sequence. The video captioning task is to generate a textŶ = {Ŷ 0 , · · · ,Ŷ T −1 } that describes the video, whereŶ t ∈ D is a word predicted from a vocabulary D, and T denotes the number of words in the description. Figure 1 shows our proposed framework for video caption generation. It consists of three parts: (i) video feature extraction, (ii) language prediction, and (iii) video prediction. As shown in Figure 1 (a), a pre-trained CNN is used to encode each video frame
Specifically, we obtain the image features v f i by performing a meanpooling over the spatial image features in the final convolutional layer of a CNN that is pre-trained on a large image recognition dataset like ImageNet [6] . The extracted image features are then fed into an RNN encoder-decoder framework that generates a caption by encoding the image features sequentially. In the following, we first describe a simple encoder-decoder framework as a baseline reference for video captioning. Then we present our proposed multi-task learning approach with improved attention mechanism.
Baseline Video Caption Generation Model
Our baseline video captioning model (Figure 2 ) is similar to the standard encoder-decoder RNN model used in machine translation [30] . To model the temporal information in a video, we employ a bi-directional RNN with GRU recurrent cells [4] as the encoder. The operations of the encoder (GRU v Enc-bi ) can be expressed as:
where v bi i is the concatenated output of the bidirectional GRU video encoder at time step i. Like LSTMs [13] , GRUs are good at memorizing long sequences, but computationally more efficient.
The decoder GRU l Dec is a unidirectional RNN with GRU cells, which is fed with the average of the encoded vectors {v bi 0 , · · · , v bi N −1 } as the input at the first time step (t = 0). The decoding step at time step t can be expressed as:
where h l t is the hidden state of GRU l Dec , o l t is the output of GRU l Dec . Y t is the index of rhe predicted word which has the highest probability in the Softmax process, y t −1 = W e Y t −1 is the embedding of previous word Y t −1 , and Y t is a word index drawn from the dictionary according to the output probability of Softmax.
The baseline model has two major problems. First, the language decoder generates words based on a single global video feature vector (i.e.,v bi = avд(v bi 0 , · · · , v bi N −1 )). However, since a caption describes the whole video, some words in the caption only relate to a specific portion of the video. For example, consider the sequence of actions in Figure 1 . The textual entity woman is present (as an image object) only in the first few image frames, and the entity egg comes only in the later part of the video. Decoding words based on a single global video representation could lead to sub-optimal results due to irrelevant information in the encoded feature vector, especially when the video sequence is long.
The second problem is that the simple GRU-based video encoder lacks sufficient temporal supervision to be able to correctly capture the event sequence in a video. Ideally, we would want the video encoder to learn representations that are useful for not only caption generation, but also to maintain the temporal information in videos [24] . In the following, we present our approach to address these limitations of the baseline model.
Our Approach
To focus on the relevant frames of a video while decoding caption words, we propose a novel hierarchical language decoder with global visual attention. Additionally, we propose to use a boundaryaware video encoder [1] to separate out the actions (e.g., 'woman handling a pan' and 'adding eggs to the pan' in Figure 1 ) in a video. To better capture temporal information in the encoded video features, we include an additional training path where we learn representations by generating a portion of the video sequence. In the following, we describe our proposed methods in detail. Figure 1 (b) shows our proposed language decoder, specifically designed for video captioning. The decoder comprises two intertwined GRU layers. The GRU at the top (GRU l Dec ) works as a global (captionlevel) language model, while the GRU at the bottom (B-GRU) works a local (phrase-level) language model. The B-GRU generates words to form consistent phrases (e.g., 'A woman', 'adding eggs in a pan') by attending on the relevant portion of the video, while the global GRU guides the B-GRU to generate globally consistent sentences.
The inputs to GRU l Dec consist of its previous hidden state h l
We use the hidden state h l t at each time step t to generate an attention (or context) vector as follows:
where α t n is the attention weight computed as follows:
with W e h , W e v , and W a being the weight matrices, and b a being the bias vector. The input to the B-GRU consists of its previous hidden state h gate t −1 , the attention vector v att t , the updated hidden state h l t , and the embedding of the previous word y t −1 :
Finally, the output layer of the decoder RNN predicts the words:
where W l o is the weight matrix and b l o is the bias vector at the output layer, and Y t is the index of the predicted word which has the highest probability. In the following, we describe our proposed binary GRU unit in detail.
Binary Gated Recurrent Unit (B-GRU).
The B-GRU layer works as a local language model, and is responsible for generating words that constitute consistent phrases. Figure 3 shows the structure of a B-GRU cell. The transformation functions can be described as:
where σ (·) is the sigmoid function, and h gate t −1 is the previous hidden state of the B-GRU. Similar to the original GRU [4] , the B-GRU cell has a reset gate r t and an update gate z t . The reset gate controls the forget rate of previous state h gate t −1 when computing the candidate activationh t for the current state. The update gate controls the contribution of h To design B-GRU as a local language model, in addition to the standard update and reset gates, we introduce a new binary gate s t , which generates a binary signal (i.e., s t ∈ {0, 1}) by comparing the local language information (o gate t ) with the global one (h l t ). The step function τ (.) is the defined as follows:
When s t = 1, it means that the newly predicted word should be in the same phrase with previous words, and it hidden state h gate t gets updated with o gate t . When s t = 0, it means that there is no strong relationship between the new predicted word and the previously predicted words. In this situation,h gate t −1 is sent to GRU l Dec , and its hidden state is refreshed. Since the B-GRU will refresh its hidden state when the binary gate detects the end of a phrase, an output of B-GRU o gate t −1 only contains the information from the end of the last phrase to the word the model predicts currently.
As we start decoding a sentence, the initial state of GRU l Dec is initialized with the final state of the video encoder. The GRU l Dec thus starts with the global understanding of the video. Since, at each decoding step the GRU l Dec is encoded with the local language information o дat e t −1 and its previous state (Eq. 4), the output h l t contains both the global video information and the local language model. We use h l t to attend to the relevant encoded video features, and to generate an attention vector informed by both the vision and the language sides. The attention vector is then sent to the B-GRU layer as an input along with h l t , the previous state h gate t −1 and the current input embedding y t −1 (Eq. 8). The rational for feeding h l t to B-GRU is that it gives necessary global language information when its memory is re-initialized using the binary gate s t .
Boundary-aware Video Encoder.
To separate out the actions in a video, in addition to video encoding with attention, we also consider a boundary-aware video encoder [1] . We denote this boundary-aware encoder with GRU v
The transformation functions for GRU v Enc-bd are defined as follows:
where
is an element-wise step function similarly defined as Eq. (17), and f bd (·) is the boundary detection function, which maps the inputs into a one-dimensional vector by performing a linear transformation. The boundary detection mechanism ensures that the input data following a time boundary are not influenced by those seen before the boundary, and generates a hierarchical representation of the video in which each chunk is composed of homogeneous frames. In our model, we take the final output as the initial input to both the decoders for video captioning and video prediction.
Video Prediction.
To learn richer video representations that can predict the temporal context and actions, we use an alternative (unsupervised) video prediction task as shown in Figure 1(c) . The video encoder for this task shares the parameters with the video encoder (GRU v Enc-bi ) for the caption generation task. For each training video, we divide the feature set into 2 subsets {v f 0 , · · · , v f N /2−1 } and {v f N /2 , · · · , v f N −1 }, which contain same number of contiguous frames. The first subset is for video encoding, and the second subset is served as ground truth.
The prediction of each frame feature is defined as follows:
where h v t −1 and o v t −1 are the hidden state and the predicted feature at the previous time step, д att (·) is the attention model which shares the same parameters with Eq. (5). We take the final output of GRU v Enc-bd as the initial step of the video decoder GRU v Dec . We train the two related tasks, video captioning and video prediction, jointly in a multi-task learning framework [19] , and demonstrate that the captioning task benefits from incorporating complementary visual knowledge from the video prediction task.
Training
Given the video features v f = (v f 0 , · · · , v f N −1 ) and the groundtruth caption (Y 0 , Y 1 , . .., Y T −1 ), the language decoder is conditioned step by step on the first t words of the caption (already generated) and on the corresponding video descriptors in v f , and is trained to produce the next caption word. We train the caption generation process by minimizing the cross entropy (XE) loss:
is the output probability of the predicted word Y t with the model parameters θ . We share the weights of the model across all time steps. For the video prediction path, we optimize the model to minimize the mean squared errors (MSE):
where v f N /2+n serves as the ground truth frame features, and o v n is the predicted frame features given by the video decoder.
EXPERIMENTS 4.1 Datasets and Metrics
Microsoft Video Description Corpus (MSVD) [3] . MSVD contains 1,970 Youtube video clips, 85K English descriptions collected by Amazon Mechanical Turkers. As done in previous works [11, 35] , we split the dataset into contiguous groups of videos by index number: 1,200 for training, 100 for validation and 670 for testing.
MSR-Video to Text (MSR-VTT) [38] . MSR-VTT is a largescale video description dataset which contains 10K video clips collected from the Internet. These video clips last for 41.2 hours in total, covering the 20 representative categories and diverse visual content collected with 257 queries in the video engines. The dataset contains 200K clip-sentence pairs, and each clip is annotated with about 20 natural sentences. Compared to MSVD, MSR-VTT is more challenging, due to the large variety of videos.
Evaluation Metrics We use three popular metrics for evaluation: BLEU [23] , METEOR [7] , CIDEr [33] . BLEU is a precisionbased metric, calculated by matching the n-grams in candidate and reference captions. METEOR evaluates the captions by matching ngrams in different forms such as surface, stem and paraphrase found in the generated caption and in references. CIDEr measures consensus in video descriptions by performing a Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency weighting for each n-gram.
Implementation Detail
We sample 20 video frames at an equal interval for each video. For each frame, we extract its frame feature with the Resnet101 network pre-trained on ImageNet [6] . We set the dimensionality of the frame features as 2048.
For the preprocessing of captions, we transform all letters in the captions to lowercase. The corpus of the dataset contains many captions with variable lengths. The total time step needed for training depends on the longest sentence, and it affects the optimized process and the training time. For MSVD, we truncate all captions longer than 10 tokens. For MSR-VTT, we set the maximum number of words to 15. At the end of a sentence, we add an end-of-sentence tag <EOS>. For a sentence shorter the maximum length, we fill <pad> signals in the elements with indexes larger than that of <EOS>.
During training, we use Adam [17] to train our model. The learning rate is set to 1 × 10 −4 . We apply the greedy decoding in our training with a scheduled sampling ratio increasing from 0.0 to 0.1 by 0.025 at every 20 epochs. The decay parameters are set as β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.99. We incorporate a simple but efficient dropout layer following the RNN cells with a dropout rate of 0.5. We add a beginning-of-sentence signal <BOS> as the initial word to start the language generation. When a sentence reaches the end, <EOS> appears.
During testing, we also consider using beam search in our model. Beam search is the method that iteratively keeps the set of the k best word sequences generated at time step t as the candidates to generate next words. In our experiments, we find that when the beam size is six, our model gets the best performance in general. Particularly, we input <BOS> into the language decoder to start generating video descriptions. At each step, we choose the word with the maximum probability after softmax until we reach <EOS>.
Baselines for Comparisons
To get the insights, we consider the following variants of our method. For a fair comparison, the output dimension of all hidden states are fixed to 512.
BI: This is the simplest baseline, as described in Section 3.1, which is a conventional encoder-decoder video captioning model. Particularly, we use a bidirectional GRU as the video encoder and a one-layer GRU as the language decoder. This model is trained using Eq. (24) .
BI + BD + SA: This baseline use the same bidirectional GRU video encoder as BI, but with an additional boundary detection module (BD) and an attention module (SA). For each time step, the sentence decoder GRU l Dec predicts the next word based on the previous word and the attended frame features calculated by Eq. (5). Here, we initialize the hidden state of GRU l Dec with the last output of GRU v Enc-bd . We optimize this model using Eq. (24) . BI + BD + SA + VP: This baseline introduces a video prediction (VP) process to BI+BD+SA. The video encoder and the attention module of the video prediction path are shared with the video captioning process. We use the video decoder GRU v Dec introduced in Section 3.2.3. All hidden states are initialized with zeros, except the hidden state of GRU l Dec . We optimize the two prediction processes alternatively according to the scheduled probability. Particularly, in our experiments, we find that 0.5 is the best probability for the model performance because it can make the model learn the knowledge in the video side and the language side evenly. During the video prediction training process, we freeze GRU l Dec , and optimize the network with Eq. (25) . Similarly, we freeze the parameters of GRU v Dec during the caption prediction process, and optimize the model with Eq. (24) .
BI +BD + SA + VP + HLM: This is the complete set of our method including all the components, where we improve the language decoder GRU l Dec with a hierarchical language model (HLM). Here, the word decoder B-GRU predicts the next word based on the previous word and the attended frame features as well as the hidden state of the global language model GRU l Dec . Different from BI+BD+SA+VP, the soft attention model here also takes in the output of GRU l Dec instead of that of B-GRU. For this final model, we also consider using beam search during testing. Table 1 shows the comparison results of different baselines and the state-of-the-art methods on the MSVD dataset. Comparing among different baselines of our method, we can see that adding each additional component (including BD, SA, VP and HLM) further improves the performance, which demonstrates the effectiveness of each individual component. In our model, we share the soft attention module between the video features and the language features, while a common way is to use two different attention modules. To evaluate the effectiveness of the shared attention module, we train our baseline of BI + BD + SA + VP with the two different attention mechanisms (SA * using two independent attention modules, and SA using the shared attention module), whose testing results are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that the proposed shared attention module achieves better performance. Our final model with beam search, BI + BD + SA + VP + HLM, achieves the best performance in all the baselines across all metrics. Compare with the other approaches trained with the single training dataset, our final model achieves the state-of-the-art performance in BLEU 4 and CIDEr Score. Table 1 also lists a few other methods that report better results, but all of them make use of multiple datasets for training. Table 2 shows the video captioning results of different methods on the MSR-VTT dataset. We can see that our final model achieves highly competitive performance, compared with the state-of-the-art methods. Figure 4 gives some examples of the generated captions. We can see that our model can avoid some mistakes caused by the conventional language decoding. Taking the first two videos as example, our model can predict much better results compared with the baseline. In the fourth video, even though the "dog" is the main object in the video, our model can avoid making the object (e.g, "baby") and the subject (e.g, "dog") to be the same (although our generated caption is also incorrect). The cases in the fifth and sixth videos are failure cases, which are mainly due to the highly similar objects in the video. Specifically, in the fifth video, our final model confuses "running" with "riding" because many people are running in the street and the people behind seem to be "riding" on the front people. In the sixth video, our model predicts the correct subject "cat" but fails to predict the rest words. It is mainly because the reflection of the floor is similar to water. Figure 5 shows the results of the language boundary detection from the binary gate defined in (17) , where a 0 indicates there is no boundary at that position while 1 indicates there is a boundary. We can see that our language boundary detection model can detect the boundary between nouns and verbs. The model considers a sentence as several different word groups such as "a bowl" and "on bread". In the first example, that the model considers the word "the" has a strong dependency with "is playing with" is mainly because the noun after "the" can change variably, but the word group "playing with the" has a relatively stable form. 
Quantitative Results

Qualitative Results
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a video captioning framework that integrates a boundary-aware hierarchical language decoder, a joint video prediction process, a shared soft attention module, and a boundary-aware video feature encoder. Extensive experiments show that our method can achieve the state-of-the-art performance among the approaches using only a single training dataset. Our proposed boundary-aware hierarchical language model can efficiently predict the language boundaries. In the future, we will extend our method to other tasks such as machine translation and video summary.
